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Panel members at the 4th Annual Aerospace, Maritime and Defence Conference
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CELEBRATING WOMEN,
CELEBRATING EDUCATION
In this quarter we have celebrated Women’s Month
in August by showcasing the women’s place in the
defence industry: from scientific testing conducted
by undergraduates and interns to those who have
completed their qualifications delivering solutions
towards economic emancipation. Yes, the journey
from the 60s to date has been long, and it will still
take more of us to make an impact; we are however
working within a sector which embraces diversity
within gender, abilities and race. Check our stories
of triumph in the Celebrating Women section inside.
Corporate social investment is becoming more
than a buzzword at Armscor: in partnership with
various institutions around the country, Armscor is
delivering teacher curriculum support solutions and
learner enhancement programmes to ensure that

South African learners, especially rural learners, are
not left behind in a modern world that demands the
best science and engineering solutions. It is therefore
encouraging that our outreach programmes go to
areas which most sponsors tend to ignore because
it is too difficult or too far to reach; we at Armscor
seek to level the playing field of rural learners by
equipping them with the best science and maths
teachers but also by supporting them with tools such
as mobile science experiment laboratories to ensure
their success and potential employment opportunities
in this sector.
We appreciate your responses to this newsletter and
we welcome your constructive input so that we may
improve our delivery of defence news every quarter.

FROM THE DESK OF THE CEO

FACING CHALLENGES HEAD-ON WITHIN A
CONVOLUTED LANDSCAPE
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In spite of the imminent possibility of cuts to the
defence budget, we are compelled to facilitate
income generating measures so as to enable
SANDF implementation of the Defence Review
recommendations. Commitments to support the
SANDF in meeting its objectives, including its peacekeeping missions in Africa, have to be honoured in
the midst of economic uncertainty, political unrest,
conflicts, the high unemployment rate and other geopolitical events.
Armscor has built a sound reputation for its
acquisition expertise, which has enabled us to
enhance and expand our service offering to the DOD
and stakeholders across the continent. As part of the
implementation phase of our Turnaround Strategy,
we are very pleased with the progress made in
relation to reform of the acquisition processes which
in turn enables the provision of an efficient and
rapid service to the DOD. The Interim Sustainability
Unit has brokered the sale of military equipment
to Zambia and Nigeria and we are excited about
the progress of the property development projects
planned for our off-site facilities.
In furtherance of our objectives and as part of the
National Development Plan (NDP), we are levelling
the playing field by supporting the entrance of small,
medium and micro-sized enterprises (SMMEs) into the
defence market. We intend to leverage our extensive
international experience to foster an environment
conducive to small business development, which
intervention will ensure that SMMEs are incubated
and empowered to be formidable players in the
future, and whose expertise will be promoted not
only in South Africa but also to the global market
through international defence expos.
Meanwhile, at the recent Defence and Security
Equipment International Expo (DSEI) held 12-

15 September 2017 in London, we reinforced the
significance of our role within the defence industry
by part-funding some of these companies which
enabled them to showcase the products to the
rest of the world. This is in line with our Enterprise
Development Programme, which dictates support
to SMMEs in order to create and ensure inclusivity.
Companies such as TUB, which are proudly blackwomen owned company, have already benefited
from this initiative. We strongly promote and
encourage SMMEs to seize available economic
opportunities in the defence sector.
Our approach to target SMMEs is an unambiguous
demonstration of our determination to facilitate
growth in the defence sector and to contribute to the
economic future of this country. We maintain that our
contribution to sustainable job creation will drive our
country’s economic growth exponentially and it is
thus of critical importance for all SOEs to focus on
job creation and empowerment.
We are proud and confident of the crucial role
Armscor plays to provide cost-effective turnkey
defence solutions to the world. We are steadfastly
placing Africa’s high quality expertise on the global
map through our unified and consistent approach of
exploiting global opportunities within the defence
landscape. These opportunities will benefit not only
Armscor but also the entire South African Defence
Industry (SADI). I trust that together with our SADI
partners we can move the continent towards a
peaceful path of economic growth and sustainable
development.
We express our appreciation to all stakeholders
who provided input to the Draft Defence Industry
B-BBEE Charter, which has now been approved and
gazetted by the Minister of Trade and Industry, Dr
Rob Davies, for a 60-day public commentary period.

CONTRIBUTORS

Ketan Moti, Henry Arends, Barileng Dichabe, Mpho Jivhuho, Joy Ledwaba, Rhulani Manganyi,
Nomonde Sussmann

A CLARION CALL TO PRIORITISE THE
DEFENCE SECTOR
Industry giants gathered at the 4th Annual Aerospace, Maritime
and Defence Conference hosted by Armscor and Denel, held
on 28-29 September 2017 at CSIR. Thought provoking topics
included the achievements of the SANDF for the past 25 years,
Maritime Security, a view on the Industry’s future and the Defence
Sector Charter. Speaking at the event themed ‘’Mainstreaming
Transformation and Innovation within the South African Defence
Industry (SADI)’’, Armscor CEO Mr Kevin Wakeford reiterated
the need for the defence sector to be allocated more funding in
order to implement the Defence Review. Discussions around the

implementation of the Defence Review resulted in acknowledgments
of the associated risks as the rejuvenation of the industry and its
capability requires resources.
The Defence Review has five milestones which have to be fulfilled:
Milestone 1 is directed at arresting the decline in the SANDF’s
critical capabilities, Milestone 2 aims to re-balance and reorganise the Defence Force, Milestone 3 will create a sustainable
Defence Force able to meet ordered defence commitments,
Milestone 4 aims to enhance the Defence Force’s capacity

Mr D Polley (Aerial Vision Africa), Mr H van Wyk (IMT), Mr H Kieser (Desert Wolf) and Mr K Mabusela (Programme Director)
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to respond to emerging threats and a wide range of strategic
challenges, and Milestone 5 intends to ensure the SANDF can
defend South Africa against any threat.
This critical discussion was in light of the declining budget allocation
to the sector in the midst of its growth and transformation agenda,
where the defence sector budget has seen a cut of R5 billion over
the next Medium-Term Expenditure Framework.
“The sector is playing an important role in relation to driving peace,
stability, innovation and sustainable growth in the country - thus it
has to be prioritised” expressed Kevin Wakeford, Armscor CEO.
The role of defence has been expanded to not only service the

From Left: Mr T Mketi (DOD), Adv C Malahlela (Denel), Ms N
Sabelo (TUB) and Mr K Mabusela
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sovereignty of South Africa but to support the entire African
continent in relation to promoting peace and stability.
On the other hand, Armscor is also looking at sweating its own
assets to generate funding as well as offering diversified services
such as quality assurance to the security cluster. The CEO indicated
that Armscor is engaging with other stakeholders globally with the
aim of expanding its client base.
In regard to the Defence Sector Charter, it was highlighted that a
60-day public commentary period has now been approved and
gazetted by the Minister of Trade and Industry, Dr Rob Davies. It is
envisaged that, once adopted, the Charter will have the catalytic
effect designed to catapult the SADI to epic new heights.

CEO of Armscor presents at the conference

NON MILITARY SERVICES, POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS TO
ENHANCE SERVICE DELIVERY
Notwithstanding the common challenges which impact local
government, Local Government Business Networks has emerged
as an influential platform to cultivate possible solutions to some
of the common challenges experienced by local government. The
Gauteng LGBN session was held on 03 August 2017 at the Sandton
Convention Centre, and was hosted by the Gauteng Department of
Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs (COGTA).
The MEC for COGTA, Mr Paul Mashatile, underlined the need for
collective reflection, which will chart the way forward in terms of
effective service delivery to communities. He highlighted the radical
changes that led to a coalition local government, calling on all
parties to work together to deliver on the promises made to the
people of South Africa.

From Left, Mr Parks Tau (UCLG President), Mec Paul Mashatile
(Cogta) and Ms Thandeka Mbassa ( HOD,Cogta)

‘’Together we can build better communities. We must engage with
communities more often and provide services that they need. There
is an opportunity for public private partnerships to find solutions
to challenges facing local government during the era of coalition
government. We must work together to improve the quality of lives
of our people”, expressed the MEC.
Voicing the same sentiments, the Speaker of the City of Joburg
Council, Councillor Vasco Da Gama, said hung municipalities
are made difficult to run by councillors playing party politics and
officials who are reluctant to work with the new party. Councillor
Da Gama further stated that the situation has improved drastically
since last year as parties are now getting along.
The message that resonated with most speakers was the importance
of coordinated planning for effective service delivery, the need to
establish anti-corruption units, reduce unemployment rate, manage
the housing backlogs, and to ensure councillors uphold their
responsibilities with utmost integrity.

CEO of Armscor, Mr Kevin Wakeford presents at the session

From left: Mr Sipho Mkwanazi (Acting Group Executive:
Acquisition & Supply Chain Management, Armscor),
Ms Lulu Mzili (Group Executive: Business Enablement, Armscor)
and Mr Kevin Wakeford (Armscor CEO)
Councillor Parks Tau, the President for United Cities & Local
Governments (UCLG), also deliberated on issues relating to the
importance of linking a budget to the Integrated Development Plans
to ensure synergy and effective delivery. ‘’We have to transcend
political differences to serve communities and improve the quality
of lives of our people” he said.
Having identified its impetus on providing solutions to some of the
challenges outlined, Armscor highlighted the non-military related
service it offers to alleviate some of the service delivery impediments.
Also speaking at the session, Armscor CEO Mr Wakeford reiterated
Armscor’s expertise in the areas of Project Management, Quality
Assurance, Logistics Management, as well as water provisioning
systems.
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COMBATING CONFLICTS IN AFRICA
THROUGH TECHNOLOGY
At this year’s Engineering Day, held at the CSIR International
Convention Centre on 15 August 2017, the importance of
leveraging and adapting to new technologies in handling modern
challenges was highlighted. The event was graced by industry
experts, including the renowned Academic Professor Shadrack
Gutto who delivered the welcoming address.
Professor Gutto emphasised the complex tapestry of conflicts,
given political power struggles and power for economic resources,
stating “Africa can protect African interests through technology;
we have to organise ourselves and start to design technology
that can protect our precious resources”. He further emphasised
the importance of a diplomatic-political approach which can be
used to reduce inequality and eradicate poverty in order to build a
sustainable future for the younger generation.
Coupled with a fully equipped and capable defence force, the
promotion of peace and security takes centre stage. Moreover,
peace and security operations play an important role in creating
stability, in turn boosting sustainable development.
The application of ergonomics to military body armour design and
the technology employed to protect and enhance the performance
of soldiers were illustrated. Other innovative measures highlighted

From left, Ms Julia Van der Meulen (Armscor, ErgoTech)
receives a gift from Mr Molahlegi Molope (Armscor) following
her presentation.
to combat conflict were the use of unmanned aerial vehicles and
stringent border control.
It is undoubtedly imperative for Africa to unite and intensify
collaborative efforts in order to counter challenges posed by intracontinental conflicts.

NOTE

The Engineering Day is conducted
annually by Armscor to promote
professional
registration
with
the Engineering Council of
South Africa (ECSA), enabling
ECSA-registered
professionals
to earn Continued Professional
Development (CPD) credits, to keep
technical employees informed on
technical issues, and to create
networking opportunities.
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Prof Shadrack Gutto
delivers a welcoming
address

AFRICA’S SUPERIOR DEFENCE EXPERTISE
ON THE GLOBAL SPHERE
The 2017 edition of one of the largest international defence and
security exhibitions (DSEI) was recently held in London, UK, 12th –
15th September 2017. Armscor had presence at the event as part
of the 22-member South African National Pavilion.
Armscor was represented by senior representatives from the
Board of Directors, Exco and the organisation’s core functions
Acquisition and Research and Development. Following a tightly
packed programme, the delegation held a series of meetings
with their counterparts from the United Kingdom as well as with
international industry giants who have a vested interest in South
Africa. The African agenda remained a high priority and was
addressed extensively, with great success in key areas and with
key stakeholders.
The highlight of Armscor’s participation at DSEI 2017 was the
presentation delivered by the Armscor CEO, Mr Kevin Wakeford.
Addressing a diversified and impressive audience representing
the military, the diplomatic corps and industry representatives
from all over the world, Mr Wakeford expounded on the theme
‘Repositioning South Africa’s Defence Sector for growth - Armscor:
An Acquisition Agency in a Developmental Environment’ and
presented a formidable picture of the organisation.
Participation at such events brings to the fore the fact that,
benchmarked against the best in the world, South Africa’s defence
capability remains a formidable force. And as the acquisition
agency of choice for our Department of Defence and other organs
of state, Armscor’s role remains not only relevant but critical.

Armscor CEO, presents at DSEI

Armscor delegation visit various exhibitors at DSEI
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ACCOMMODATING THE
21ST CENTURY PILOT
The Acquisition Department of Armscor is currently engaged in a
procurement project to provide for a mass aircrew expansion for
the Pilatus PC7*, Hawk Mk.120** and the JAS39 Gripen***.
This is described as an extensive modernisation to accommodate
pilots in the 21st century and to boost the safety of these versatile
and high-performing aircraft.

5 harness), which is critical in the support of smaller occupants in
the ejection seat.
The project is approaching realisation, with the Pilatus PC-7
aircraft nearing completion. It is envisaged that the first batch of
PC-7 modified ejection seats will be in service towards the end
of the year. This innovation will, in essence, result in addressing
the gender-related challenges, as well as providing an enhanced
degree of operational autonomy of the aircraft.
*PC-7 Initial trainer aircraft for student pilots for the South African
Air Force (SAAF)
**Hawk Mk120: Lead in Fighter Trainer (LIFT) aircraft for the SAAF
*** JAS39 Gripen: Advanced Light Fighter Aircraft (ALFA) for the
SAAF

The initiation of this project followed concerns raised regarding the
unfair exclusion of smaller built females to pilot the abovementioned
aircraft. Typically, one has to be of an appropriate weight in order
to qualify to be a pilot and allow safe ejection from an aircraft in
case of emergency. This weight limitation places a restriction in
terms of the South African population and needs to be adequately
addressed to be representative, equitable and gender aligned.
The ejection seat weight limitation stems from the cartridge
mechanism in the ejection seat, where the cartridge determines
the acceleration of the ejection seat as well as the forces the pilot
experiences during ejection. An ejection event can cause serious
injury, or even result in a fatality, for people who fall outside the
design weight limits.
This project introduces a newer technology cartridge (called a
“choked cartridge”), catering for occupants of lighter weight as
well as allowing increased upper weight limits. The newer cartridge
technology will also make the ejection seat safer for current pilots
because the forces they will experience during ejection will be
reduced, which in turn reduces the probability of injury during
ejection.
As a result of the mass range expansion, the project will include
increased anthropometric range as the aircraft manufacturers now
need to define new minimum and maximum body dimensions of
pilots, eg. sitting eye height, leg length and arms reach. The project
will introduce a back spacer for smaller occupants to enable them
to reach critical controls, and provide a thicker base cushion to
boost the seating height of smaller occupants. The project also
introduces the latest ejection seat harness (called the Generation
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IN RETROSPECT OF THE DEFENCE HERITAGE, OUR HERITAGE,
OUR PRIDE (MUNITIONS DEFECT CENTRE)
The purpose of the MDC is to ensure that knowledge gained during
the investigation of accidents is not lost over time, and to serve as
an educational research institution to show people what to expect
if something goes wrong through the mishandling of explosives or
weapons: its objective is to ensure that people take greater care
and to prevent future accidents due to negligence.
The main focus of the MDC is to display military weapons and
munitions that malfunctioned during operations/tests with a brief
description of each incident (what happened, findings of investigation, recommendations to solve the problem, etc.)

The MDC centre was established in 1991 in an old unused store
at Pretoria Metal Pressing (PMP) in Pretoria west. In 2006 it was
moved to the premises at the TSA Salvokop.

The objective of the display is to show new employees in the military weapon/munitions environment what happens when weapons/munitions malfunction and the consequences thereof. At this
stage the centre remains a military facility, there are no plans yet to
open it to the general public.

MEETING/CONFERENCE FACILITIES AT GROEN MAGASYN ADJACENT TO MDC

HARDWARE/INFO ON DISPLAY

Propellant press detonated at
RDM premises

155mm Gun Barrel prematures

Damaged 40mm Weapon

140mm Gun Barrel Premature
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CELEBRATING
PHENOMENAL WOMEN IN THE COUNTRY
EMPOWERING WOMEN TOWARDS
ECONOMIC EMANCIPATION
Engaging in partnerships for a mutual cause continues to be
Armscor’s maxim, specifically in relation to areas dealing with
advancing skills in short supply in the country. Armscor was a
sponsor at the Department of Science and Technology, Women In
Science Awards held on 17 August 2017 at the Hilton Hotel in
Sandton.
The well organised and powerful session themed “Women’s
Economic Empowerment in the Changing World of Work” was
dedicated to achievements made by women in science, and
illustrated the instrumental role of women in South Africa in the

From left; Minister Naledi Pandor (Science & Technology) flanked
by (far right) Minister Mamoloko Kubayi (Energy) hands over
certificates to the winners; Prof Azwihangwisi MavhanduMudzusi, Prof Saloshna Vandeyar and Prof Venitha Pillay.
socio-economic development of the country. Indeed, the dictum
”empower a woman, empower the nation” has proven to be correct.

From left; Minister Naledi Pandor (Science & Technology) and
Minister Blade Nzimande (Higher Education) congratulates a
second runner up: Prof Colleen Downs.

The convergence of exceptional SA women was graced by the
Honourable Minister of Science and Technology, Naledi Pandor,
who welcomed the guests. In her welcoming address, the Minister
expressed her gratitude to all girls and women excelling and
succeeding in science and research.
‘’The Women in Science Awards is a celebration of the achievements
of women in science and it is a reminder that the full scientific
potential of our country will only be realised when all our young
women are able to enjoy access to the best facilities and education”,
said the Minister.
The keynote address delivered by powerful speaker Dr Nolulamo
Gwagwa (CEO, Lereko Investment) did not disappoint. She
boldly inspired women to soar to greater heights and to believe
in themselves, as opportunities in the country are vast. ”Yes, as a
woman, you can have it all: beauty, brains, children and be married;
it’s all possible”. She further emphasised the critical preconditions of
an inclusive culture, empowerment and good leadership in creating
opportunities for everyone.

Dr Nolulamo Gwagwa (CEO: Lereko Investment) delivers her
Key-note address
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Armscor is honoured to have been a partner in this ceremony. We
congratulate all the 2017 Women In Science Award winners and
wish them all the best in their future endeavours.

THE ART OF GIVING BACK - CSI CORNER
The empowerment of youth remains one of the key pillars of
Armscor, which is committed to advancing the strategic initiatives
of a developmental state as defined in the National Development
Plan (NDP) of 2030; thus, assist in eradicating poverty, inequality
and unemployment.
It is against this backdrop that Armscor embarked on a nationwide
partnership with schools and institutions of higher learning to
explore sustainable ways of assisting teachers and learners, mainly

ARMSCOR PARTNERS
WITH OSIZWENI SCIENCE CENTRE
Armscor partnered with Osizweni Science Centre (Mpumalanga),
with the purpose of funding Grade 12 learners with spring classes
and Saturday school transportation. The three farm schools
benefiting from this programme are Qondulwazi Secondary,
Zikhetheleni Secondary, Holmdene Secondary in the Lekwa East
circuit. The learners come from impoverished backgrounds and
beat the odds to attend the classes as they have to sleep in the
classrooms every Friday night so they do not miss the bus. “We are
not going to allow where we come from to determine our future. We
are very thankful for this opportunity and are taking full advantage
of it” said one of the Grade 12 learners, Sechaba Letshela.

in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM)
subjects.
The aim is to provide programmes that enhance learners’ education
in the STEM subjects in order to secure skilled resources for the
organisation and the defence industry in general. The programme
also seeks to expose learners to the various Engineering and
Technical career opportunities that are available in the defence
industry and related sectors.

needed to apply, and be accepted, at universities. “Working very
hard to improve your maths and science results will afford you an
opportunity to choose the future you want”, she said. The Saturday
and spring classes provide the learners with an opportunity to work
through the curriculum at their own pace and capability.

The official handover for the funding was held in Standerton
(Mpumalanga) on Saturday, 2 September 2017. It was graced
by, amongst others, the Lekwa East circuit Manager Ms Ndlovu,
the General Manager of Osizweni Science Centre, Mr Gumbi, and
Armscor representatives.
The circuit Manager of Lekwa East circuit Ms Ndlovu expressed her
gratitude towards Armscor and Osizweni Science Centre for their
contribution, which will assist learners to excel in their studies. She
encouraged and motivated learners to work very hard to improve
their maths and science results in order to meet the requirements

Learners getting into the bus after classes

Armscor team with the learners at Osizweni Science centre
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NELSON MANDELA DAY
#ACTION AGAINST POVERTY
Armscor joined the rest of the country in celebrating Nelson Mandela Day on 18 July 2017. The day was celebrated in line with the
National theme of “Action Against Poverty”. Armscor is committed to inspire change and make a meaningful contribution to the lives of
disadvantaged people and communities.

Mmamogwai Secondary School (Winterveld, North of Pretoria) was a recipient of school uniforms, laptop and a printer on
Mandela Day.

FRAUD AWARENESS MESSAGE
BLOW THE WHISTLE
REPORT FRAUD OR SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITIES ON: 0800 111 786
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UNIVERSITY OF FORT HARE MANDELA DAY
The Minister of Defence and Military Veterans, Honourable Nosiviwe Mapisa-Nqakula, in partnership with Armscor (the State Acquisition Agency) and the University of Fort Hare (UFH) officially handed over mobile science experiments laboratories to rural learners
in the Eastern Cape to mark Nelson Mandela International Day on
the 18th of July 2017.
Thus far the programme has yielded positive results, as over 520
learners from 40 schools around Bisho and Alice have benefitted.
Advancements such as this will make science and engineering
more attractive to learners as career options.

From left; Prof. Gilingwe Mayende (UFH),
Minister Mapisa-Nqakula (Minister of Defence & Military
Veterans) and Mr Wakeford (Armscor CEO) in their alumni jackets

Minister cuts the ribbon to mark the official handover

ARMSCOR DELIVERS MOBILE SCIENCE LABORATORY TO GINGINDLOVU SCHOOLS
Armscor has responded swiftly to a request by Member of
Parliament Mr DD Gamede to invest more resources into rural
schools. This culminated in a handover of the Mobile Science
Experiments Laboratory to Gingindlovu schools, which took place
at Isandlwana High School on 11 August 2017. About 11 high
schools benefited from this initiative.
The handover event was attended by all community leaders in
the area. The Mayor of Umlalazi, Mr TB Zulu, the Member of
Parliament Mr DD Gamede, District Director Mr DS Chonco, all
school principals and community leaders were represented, as well
as Armscor leadership. Mr N Nodolo, the Isandlwana High School
Principal, hosted the event and encouraged learners to treasure the
equipment.
Mr SP Mbada noted that this equipment was an investment in the

future potential of the learners. Armscor is ensuring that its talent
pool is spread far and wide with these learner enhancement
programmes, and it is looking to these learners to deliver innovative
solutions in the defence industry.
Armscor Board member Dr MB Khanyile was a keynote speaker,
and spoke of this investment as an opportunity for learners to spread
their wings and look at careers beyond the traditional careers of
which they are aware. Learners need to take advantage of the
opportunities given to them through this investment and answer
the call for scientists and engineers that will meet the needs of the
economy. He indicated that there were jobs for learners who were
prepared to study courses that meet the needs of the economy
and which meet the strategic objectives of the organisation. This
is an investment on behalf of Armscor, and demonstrates the
organisation’s ability to respond to the community’s needs.

Gingindlovu learners and educators, Mr SP Mbada and Mr DD Gamede (Member of Parliament) at the Handover Ceremony
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Armscor exhibiting at AMASA Career exhibition

EMPOWERING LEARNERS TO BOOST RESULTS
Armscor participated at the 1st Annual Accounting, Maths and
Science Academy (AMASA) Academy Career exhibition which
took place on 9 September 2017 in Kimberley. AMASA Academy
is a non-profit organisation and a professional tutoring programme
based in Kimberley at the Frances Baard Region in the Northern
Cape. Their focus is on helping Grade 9 - 12 learners improve and
achieve better results in their school subjects. They do so by offering
extra lessons in core subjects, particularly Accounting, Mathematics
and Physical Science and English, by means of Saturday morning
classes. There are dedicated facilitators and tutors who work with

each learner individually to assess their specific needs. Each lesson
is 3 hours long and is done in a group of not more than 30 learners.
The exhibition was a gathering of education institutions, private
businesses and relevant government organisations to showcase
and highlight various career opportunities available in different
sectors, and to inform and advise learners about career options
they should consider embarking on in order to become true leaders
of tomorrow and have meaningful careers. Over 1500 learners
were reached.

Learners at the AMASA Career exhibition
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Armscor team at NSW exhibition

ARMSCOR JOINS THE
2017 NATIONAL SCIENCE WEEK (NSW) LAUNCH
The NSW launch was held at the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan
University (NMMU), in Port Elizabeth Missionvale Campus on 05
August 2017.
The event was themed “Advancing Science Through Tourism”, in
recognition of the United Nations’ International Year of Sustainable
Tourism for Development. Together with more than 100 exhibitors,
Armscor showcased bursary and career opportunities. More
than 4500 school learners from surrounding schools attended
the launch, where science, technology and innovation were on
display. The exhibition featured science councils, national research
facilities, industry, universities, science centres, STEM Olympiads
and competitions, government and relevant non-governmental
organisations.
In her keynote speech, the Minister of Department of Science and
Technology (DST) Ms Naledi Pandor acknowledged and thanked
the leadership and exhibitors for making the event possible. She
encouraged learners to find solutions through science to identify
and explore green economy innovations for food security which
will bridge the socio-economic gap in our society. She emphasised
that all learners should take maths and science as compulsory
subjects, as this is what the country needs most. “It is a reality that
each and every one of you is able to innovate. You must be the
engineer that will improve the Square Kilometre Array”, she said.
She argued that the country needs a generation of young people
who are bolder than the previous, and challenged the learners to
think of themselves as Nobel Prize winners.
The occasion was also addressed by the Vice Chancellor of the
NMMU Professor Derrick Swartz and the Premier of the Eastern

Minister Naledi Pandor at NSW exhibition
Cape Mr Phumulo Masualle. New innovations displayed by the
University included Coalgae, a patented solution that takes coal
dust (a by product from Eskom coal power generation) which, when
exposed to algae, converts into charcoal for informal settlements
and crude oil for the automotive industry. This was a practical
demonstration of how green solutions, through science, can directly
improve lives.
Armscor attracted many learners in their senior phases with
information on careers available at Armscor and how to apply for
bursary funding.
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ON-LINE UPSKILLING TO IMPROVE
MATRIC RESULTS

Representatives from Machepelele High School, Hatfield Christian School & Armscor
Armscor visited the Machepelele High School in the Letaba
Municipality, the only dedicated Maths and Science school focused
on STEM subjects in the district (Limpopo Province). The school has
achieved a pass rate of 70% despite facing various challenges
such as inadequate equipment and difficulty finding STEM-field
educators. Students also endure long distance travel (up to 30km)
in order to conduct experiments.
Armscor has thus partnered with this under-resourced school through
the Hatfield Christian Online School (HCoS), where teachers will
be upskilled with an online tool from the HCoS to enhance their
educational approaches and practices in presenting these subjects
to their students. Training is planned to commence this term, and the

online system will start in the new school year.
Armscor’s Group Executive, Mr Solomzi Mbada, said that the
organisation wants to change the landscape of South Africa,
particularly in the rural villages, by assisting learners’ progress so
that they can contribute to the advancement of their communities.
The partnership with the school is intended to be long-term, starting
with study guides that were provided to the school in order to
assist with approaching examinations. The learners were also
encouraged to apply for the Armscor bursary programme which
closes at the end of October 2017.

Machepelele Secondary learners entertaining guests
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BEELD SPINATHON
For the third year in a row, Armscor has been supporting The Beeld
Spinathon, in support of The Beeld Children’s Fund. The Fund
has a variety of charities that support more than 5000 children
every year. Since inception, more than 200,000 children have
benefited from this fund, and annually about 30 projects for
children in need are funded. The funds are channeled into projects
that help, protect, secure and empower underprivileged, disabled
and abused children. There are programmes in community centres
which promote school readiness, and provide bursary allocation to
poor students, assistance to institutions that care for physically and
mentally disabled children, therapeutic services and equipment for

children exposed to severe trauma, and mentorship programmes
for children.
Armscor employees participated by donating up to 6 hours of their
valuable time, spinning during an activation event in the Centurion
Mall. These hours are tabulated and costed into a time sheet, which
in turn translates into funds to be channeled into the sponsorship.
Individual employees who attempted the 6-hour spinathon also
raised additional funds to support them for every kilometre cycled
during the spinathon.
This initiative supports the Social Development Programme of
Armscor’s CSI, which seeks to build sustainable communities over
time.

Armscor representatives at Beeld Spinathon
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ARMSCOR VALUES
Armscor’s values are the building blocks of how
it conducts its business. Armscor is committed to
transformation, transparency and accountability.

THE EMPLOYEES OF ARMSCOR PLEDGE THEIR COMMITMENT
TO THE FOLLOWING VALUES:
Leading by example - we lead by example and are role models for excellence

Results driven - we go that extra mile to achieve results timeously
1

Customer focus - our customers are the reason for our existence
and we therefore always endeavour to exceed their expectations

Care and respect for others - we foster diversity, value our people and their
contributions and treat them equitably, fairly and with dignity, care and respect

Excellence - we strive for excellence in all we do

Teamwork - We take joint responsibility through teamwork

Integrity - we adhere to the highest standards of conduct and moral
behaviour and maintain the highest level of ethics in all our actions
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AAD2018
19 - 21 SEPTEMBER
TRADE EXHIBITION
22 - 23 SEPTEMBER
AIR SHOW
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CONTACT DETAILS

Armscor, 370 Nossob Street, Erasmuskloof Ext 4
Private Bag X337, Pretoria 0001, South Africa
Tel: +27 (0)12 428 1911
E-mail: info@armscor.co.za
Website: www.armscor.co.za
Follow us on

The Year of OR Tambo: Celebrating Our Liberation Heritage

UPCOMING EVENTS

1
2
3
4

HOMELAND SECURITY AFRICA
CONFERENCE (CSIR)
17 OCTOBER 2017

AEROSPACE & AVIATION SHOW WEST
AFRICA (GHANA)
24-26 OCTOBER 2017

CSANDF CHARITY GOLF DAY
(PRETORIA)
03 NOVEMBER 2017

DEFENCE AND SECURITY THAILAND 2017
(BANGKOK, THAILAND)
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6-9 NOVEMBER 2017

5
6
7

RADAR CONFERENCE (CSIR)
09-10 NOVEMBER 2017

DUBAI AIR SHOW 2017
12-16 NOVEMBER 2017

INDESEC 2017
(NEW DELHI INDIA)
1 DECEMBER 2017

